
RR195.01
Building Area: (sf)
45,000 sf total
15,000 sf – this phase

Cost per Square Foot: 
$333

Construction Cost:
$5 million

Date of Completion:
2022

Program Summary:
Master Plan and Renovation 
This private High School is in a landmark historic structure built in 
1847. The building has been renovated over the years into multiple 
new uses with multiple renovations and expansions.
projects
Program Statement: Scope:
• Master Plan for the entire Campus
• Develop Classroom standards for size and functionality
• Create fundraising materials for a multi-year campaign

Project Goals/Client Objectives:
The project goal was to develop a renovation plan for the historic 
three-floor structure and develop standards for a multi-phased 
renovation with consistent design concepts to be carried throughout 
the multi-year project.

Design Challenge:
The campus needed to remain operational throughout 
construction. This was accomplished through careful coordination 
with the School staff and the construction management 
team. Careful collaboration with local Historic District regulatory 
authorities and State code officials was needed throughout the 
project.



RR195.02
FLOOR PLANS

 This overall Floor Plan of the 
Second Level (of three) shows the 
new circulation scheme and 
standardization of classroom sizes 
throughout the campus.

New Corridor Alignments

Global Education Room



RR195.03
FLOOR PLANS

 This overall Floor Plan of the Third 
Level (of three) shows the new 
circulation scheme and 
standardization of classroom sizes 
throughout the campus. 

New Corridor Alignments

Classroom Sizes Standardized



RR195.04
GLOBAL EDUCATION ROOM

 The Global Education Room is an 
example of the blend of the historic 
fabric of the school and 
contemporary learning needs.

 The frameless glass corridor wall 
opens the activities of this space to 
the students using the historic 
corridors, with a large LED screen 
and interactive TV niches to allow 
presentations and simulcasts from 
this school to its other campuses 
around the world.

 Flexible furnishings allow seminar, 
board room, and lounge 
configurations to fully utilize the 
capabilities of the space.

 The smaller photo shows the 
rendering of the space prior to 
construction used for fundraising 
purposes.

Fundraising Rendering Before Renovation



RR195.05
NEW CIRCULATION

 The reorganization of the interior 
spaces involved the creation of 
new hallways in the building, with a 
goal to replicate the original 
moldings, wainscots, and trims of 
the original 1847 structure.

 Reused elements were employed 
to save the original “fabric” of the 
structure, and wood floors were 
refinished.

 A new HVAC system was 
designed to maximize ceiling 
height and individual comfort in 
each room, with a new more 
sustainable and energy-efficient 
system (Variable Refrigerant Flow 
system).

 Contemporary LED lighting is used 
throughout on dimmer and motion 
activated systems.



RR195.06
ASSEMBLY SPACE

 A new ceiling was constructed to 
offer options for different lighting 
“scenes” for performances, 
art exhibits or teaching uses.

 The floating ceiling “clouds” offer 
dimmable indirect lighting as an 
option and offer acoustical 
benefits as well. The walls of 
the assembly space are 
covered with fabric 
wrapped acoustical panels for 
sound attenuation as well as 
art displays.

 Seating was selected for comfort 
and stacking capability, with a 
random color pattern based 
on school colors.

Before Renovation



RR195.07
ART GALLERY

 The new gallery space was 
created by the addition of a new 
wall divider of wood and glass 
designed to blend into the 
context of the existing room 
constructed in 1847.

 When the doors are open, the 
assembly space can be 
expanded to seat over 400 
persons, as well as expanding 
the gallery space into the entire 
room if desired. Storerooms for 
chairs and display equipment are 
nearby.



RR195.08
LIBRARY

 The new library renovation 
involved the reduction of stack 
space shelving and creation of 
breakout spaces with seating 
booths, sofa seating areas, and 
large table spaces for 
collaboration.

 The school’s primary color of red 
was incorporated into these 
spaces through the painting of 
the stack ends and use in both 
the carpet inserts and furnishing 
colors.

 A new dividing wall was added to 
separate the Library space from 
the Innovation Lab using 
salvaged doors and windows 
from the school.



RR195.09

INNOVATION LAB

 The Innovation Lab was created 
out of extra library space and 
separated from the library by a 
new wall of doors and windows of 
the original 1847 building found 
in the school attic that were then 
refurbished and reused.

 The wall between the Innovation 
Lab and the maker space 
(workshop) was restored to its 
original exposed brick 
appearance and original windows 
uncovered and restored.

 Vinyl flooring and writable white 
walls are used to encourage 
collaboration and provide 
durability for various projects 
underway in the space. 
Additionally, the new wall 
between the Innovation Lab and 
library can be opened through 
the operable windows to include 
the library students in the events 
within the lab.
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